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Ref Date Question Answer

1.

Q1 EN 06/05/15 We noticed that under the 3rd point of the specification
you miss out an indication on the total value of the
contract, whereas you had this kind of information for
the previous tenders for other languages. Can we assume
that the reason why you do not give this information in
case of the Italian is that you are looking for a quality
service provider and not necessarily the cheapest?

We didn’t specify any amount because we want to allow an open competition
both at the level of the price and of the quality in order to obtain a service
reflecting the real market value of the services.
The award of the contract will be made on the basis of the criteria expressed in
point 15 of the specifications, under which both price and quality are factors.

Q2 EN 06/05/15 In specifications, under 3.1.1. (page 5) you write in the
Daily Press Review section: “Also, the selection should
give priority to newspapers and then to their online
versions.” In the list of sources the online versions of the
newspapers are not included. Are we expected to monitor
the online version of printed newspapers as well? For
example: Should both Corriere della Sera (print) and
corriere.it be monitored?

Yes, the online versions of printed newspaper have to be monitored as well, but
the priority should be given to the printed edition.
The online newspapers provided in the list of sources are on top of this.

Q3(IT)
EN

11/05/15 (in merito alla Procedura aperta Servizi di Monitoraggio
quotidiano dei media in Italia
COMM/DG/AWD/2015/201, vorrei avere informazioni
circa l'offerta dell'appalto: è stato fissato un limite al tetto
dell'appalto? Cosa si intende con "il prezzo è riveduto
secondo il disposto del contratto?")

Regarding the open procedure Daily media monitoring
services in Italy COMM/DG/AWD/2015/201, I would
like to get information about the offer: A) has a limit
been fixed to the roof of the contract?

B) What is meant by: the price shall be revised in

A) Please see answer to question 1.
B) Please see article I.5 of the Draft framework contract “Price Revision”.
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2.

accordance with the terms set out in the contract?

Q4 EN 13/05/15 3) Under 3.9. you write: „The tenderer should provide a
text proposal to the Simulation, presented under Annex
VIII.” What do you mean by „text proposal”?
4) Under 3.1.2. you write: „In case of MEPs nationality
and European political group, both must be indicated.”
As for nationalities, the nationality of all MEPs should be
indicated, or only that of the Italian MEPs?
5) Under 3.1.2. you write: “In case of more than 5 factual
articles of one event appeared in several newspapers,
then the national press has priority for summaries and the
contractor will create one summary for each of them. The
other titles together with their sources will be listed
below the summaries.” Are we right to think that if there
are 6 or more articles of the same event, but these articles
are not identical in text (they include additional
information or are written from different points of view),
then they should be handled and abstracted separately
even though they report on the same event?

3) The simulation is the process itself as described in Annex VIII (reproduce
the normal way in which would produce a regular daily monitoring service)
while the text proposal is defined in Annex VIII under "concrete deliverables".

4) The nationalities of any MEP should be mentioned. The European
Parliament will provide to the successful tenderer a list with all MEPs data
requested to fulfil this task
5) If the other articles provide additional information, quotations of other
speakers, or present other speakers or other angles of the same event or if they
are opinion articles, interviews, editorials then they should be provided under
separate distinctive summaries in which the new information is clearly
highlighted.

Q5(IT)
EN

22/05/15 1) L’elenco delle fonti allegato alla gara è da intendersi
vincolante o il candidato può ‘estendere’ e proporre un
servizio più allargato ad altre importanti fonti? Per
esempio, si evidenzia l'assenza, tra le fonti elencate, di
Mf e del Mattino.

1) Is the list of sources attached to the call for tenders
binding or the candidate is able to extend and propose a
service widened to other important sources. For instance,

1) The list of sources is the one published in the annex I.
During the performance of the contract, this list of sources is susceptible to
change according to the point 3.3 of the specifications.
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3.

we underline, among the list of sources the absence of
“Mf” and “del Mattino”.

2) In merito alla prevista “Simulazione” (Allegato VIII)
in che modalità potrà esservi presentata? E’ accettabile
per la spettabile Commissione Esaminatrice mediante
accesso web, con dedicate credenziali di accesso che
presenteremmo all’interno della Relazione Tecnica o via
e-mail entro il termine di presentazione dell’offerta?

2) Regarding the “simulation” (annex VII) on which
support should it be presented? Is it acceptable for the
evaluation committee to get it through a web access, with
the related access rights which will be provided in the
technical bid, or by e-mail within the deadline for
submission of the tender?

3) Nel Capitolato viene indicata una peculiare specifica
tecnica, PDF con OCR, dunque non (come è più
comunemente) PDF e OCR:

“L'offerente dovrà essere in grado di fornire articoli di
giornale in formato PDF con OCR (Optical Character
Recognition), leggibili sia a schermo che in versione
stampata. Caratteristica del PDF: max 500KB per ogni
singolo PDF, produzione di ogni testo in nero o RGB,

2) As mentioned in point 5 of “Conditions for submitting a tender”, the tender,
on top of the signed paper version has to be presented on CD, DVD or USB
stick.

3) The simulation on electronic format should fulfil all the criteria stipulated in
the Specifications.
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4.

non in CMYK o grigio, formato “portrait” o
“landscape” per un singolo documento PDF non
entrambi formati, evitare PDF multilayers con troppi
metadata (preferibilmente solo livelli di testo), prima di
caricare i pdf, l'offerente dovrà effettuare la prova di
compatibilità con la piattaforma messa a disposizione”

Tale specifica potrà naturalmente essere garantita in caso
di aggiudicazione della commessa, non in fase di test. Ci
confermate la non esigenza, in fase di “simulazione” di
detta modifica software?

3) In the Specification a peculiar technical specification
is pointed out, PDF with OCR, therefore not (as it is
more commonly) PDF and OCR:

“The tenderer should be able to deliver press clippings
in PDF format with OCR (Optical Character
Recognition), readable both on a computer screen, and
when printed. Characteristics of PDFs: max 500KB per
single PDF, output all text in black or RGB not in CMYK
or grey, either/or portrait/landscape pages in a single
PDF not both, avoid multilayers PDF containing too
much metadata (only text layer preferred). Before
upgrading the PDFs the tenderers should make tests in
order for those PDFs to be compatible with the platform
put at their disposal”.
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5.

Such specification can naturally be guaranteed in case of
award of the contract, not in phase of test. Do you
confirm that, in phase of "simulation", this software is
not mandatory?

4) Allegato VIII – Simulazione
Punto 3) dovrà essere fornita una chiara ripartizione dei
costi dei servizi di monitoraggio dei media così forniti, in
linea con la distinta prezzi di cui all’allegato V.
Cosa si intende esattamente per ripartizione di costi?
Un altro documento distinto dall’ Allegato V?

4) Annex VIII – Simulatione
Point 3) a clear costs breakdown of these media
monitoring services, in accordance with the Price list
provided in Annex V

What do you mean exactly with costs breakdown?
Another separate document from annex V?

5) Condizioni per la presentazione di un’offerta –
parte III – “parte finanziaria”
“Sarà composta da un intercalare unico comprendente
l’intera documentazione relativa agli aspetti finanziari
dell’offerta con indicazione dell’importo totale di
quest’ultima e, eventualmente, di tutti gli importi unitari,
il tutto accompagnato dalle distinte prezzi. Si prega di

4) Point 3 of the annex VIII “Simulation” refers to the cost of the simulation.
These costs have to be presented in accordance with the prices indicated in the
Annex V “Price lists”.

5) Yes, the single compilation of the annex V “Price list” is satisfying the
requirements.
Nevertheless, all the items of the annex V have to be filled in.
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6.

compilare l’allegato V, Distinta prezzi.”

La sola compilazione dell’allegato V, Distinta prezzi
soddisfa tutte le richieste espresse nella parte sopra
riportata?

5) Conditions for submitting a tender – part III –
“Financial part”

“must be made up of a single section containing all
documents relating to the financial aspect of the tender,
quoting the total amount thereof and any unit prices,
together with the price schedules. Please fill in Annex V,
Price List”.

The single compilation of the annex V “Price list” is
satisfying all the requirements above mentioned?

6) Distinta Prezzi – Compilazione di Allegato V
Notiamo come la tabella presenti la richiesta di
compilazione di campi dove NON è chiaro se il prezzo
vada presentato per singola Sintesi o singolo Articolo o ,
invece, per “Pacchetto” di Sintesi o “Pacchetto” di
articoli.

Vi preghiamo di chiarire la modalità compilazione dei
prezzi.

6) Item 1 to 12 are about the regular media monitoring, while item 13 to 21
relate to special requests which could arise during the lifetime of the contract.
- Items 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17 are per single summary.
- Items 3, 9, 15, 18 are per single clipping
- Items 4, 10 are per additional recipient where the package of clippings has to
be delivered.
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7.

6) Price List – Fill in of the Annex V

We notice that the table to be completed with prices is
NOT clear if the price is per single summary or per
single clipping, or instead for “package” of summaries or
“package” of clippings.

Please, clarify how to fill in the prices.

Q6(IT)
EN

25/05/15 1) E’ consentita la partecipazione in costituendo
raggruppamento d’impresa oppure è consentita la
partecipazione di raggruppamenti già costituiti?

1) Is the participation to the tender allowed to
consortiums in way of constitution or it is allowed only
to consortiums already constituted?

2) A PAG. 4/8 del documento n. 3 “Condizioni per la
presentazione di un’offerta” si chiede che l’offerta venga
presentata in un totale di 4 copie e su supporto digitale
(CD, DVD, pen drive). Si chiede di specificare se solo
l’originale firmato debba essere in formato cartaceo e le
altre tre copie su supporto digitale o se tutte e 4 le copie
dell’offerta debbano essere in formato cartaceo e
riprodotte successivamente su formato digitale. Inoltre,
per offerta si intende solo l’offerta economica o tutta la
documentazione richiesta (Parte amministrativa, parte
tecnica e parte finanziaria). Si prega di descrivere nel

1) Please see Annex VII “Information sheet concerning consortiums of
economic operators” where the proof of its legal form has to be provided,
whether with or without legal entity (see § 2).

2) As mentioned in point 5 of the “Conditions for submitting a tender” :

Your tender must comprise a signed original together with three copies,
presented in four separate files.
The tender submitted in electronic version is identical to the signed original
tender submitted on paper.

In addition, the tender include all the parts (administrative, technical and
financial).
All the parts have to be included in each copy (3), as well as in the original file
and in the electronic version (CD, DVD, USB stick).
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8.

dettaglio come dovranno essere inserite in 4 distinti
fascicoli le 4 copie richieste

2) On page 4/8 of the document “conditions for
submitting a tender” it is requested that the tenders must
be provided in 4 copies and digital support
(CD,DVD,pen drive). Could you specify if only the
signed original tender has to be on paper format and then
3 other copies on digital support or the 4 version should
be on paper and then another on digital support. In
addition, by “tender” do you intend only the “financial
part” or the entire requested documentation
(administrative part, technical part and financial part)?
Could you describe in detail how the 4 requested copies
must be inserted in the 4 separated file?

3) Al paragrafo 3.1.2 del documento n. 2 “Specifications-
it”, si dice che le sintesi relative ai temi "Parlamento
europeo" e "deputati al Parlamento europeo" dovranno
contenere un link al testo completo dei corrispondenti
articoli selezionati. In caso di indisponibilità di un link
agli articoli di giornale la sintesi sarà considerata
sufficiente. Si chiede di specificare se occorre mantenere
una banca dati degli articoli relativi alle notizie
evidenziate oppure inserire i link web delle testate dalle
quali si recupera l'articolo.

3) In paragraph 3.1.2 of the “Specifications” it is
mentioned that : the summaries for the themes "European

3) All copies of articles full text should be uploaded in PDF format only (the
web link to the page of the article is not accepted). If the PDF is not available
for copyrights reason then the link towards the PDF version of the article on the
site of the publisher should be given. The EP database will be used to store
these articles in line with the storage rights negotiated by the tenderer with the
publishers.
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9.

Parliament" and "Members of the European Parliament"
should link to the relevant full text articles selected. If no
link to press clippings is available then the summary will
be sufficient. Could you clarify if it necessary to keep a
database of the articles related to the news selected or
insert the link of the media who provided the article.

4) Al paragrafo 3.7.3. del documento n. 2
“Specifications-it” (Diritti d'autore riguardanti i media
online) si legge "... anche per quanto concerne il diritto di
visualizzare i contenuti in questione in una piattaforma
elettronica di monitoraggio dei media accessibile
unicamente al personale del Parlamento europeo e ai suoi
deputati". Si chiede se è obbligo dell’appaltatore
mantenere una banca dati delle clip relative alle notizie
evidenziate oppure dare accesso alla piattaforma per il
monitoraggio radio televisivo. L’appaltatore dovrà
fornire anche lo streaming dei contenuti audio-video?

4) In paragraph 3.7.3 of the “Specifications” (copyrights
concerning on-line media) it is mentioned that : “…
including the right to display, store and re-distribute
the relevant items in an electronic media monitoring
platform solely accessible by EP staff and Members”.

We ask, if it is an obligation of the contractor to maintain
a database with the clips related to the news selected or

4) The platform in question is the platform of the EP which is maintained by the
EP and updated with content by the tenderer according to the Specifications of
this tender
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10.

to give access to the platform for the radio television
review?

Q7
(IT)
EN

26/05/15 1) In riferimento alla procedura di cui in oggetto, siamo a
chiederVi un chiarimento relativo al punto 3.1.1 “Servizi
da prestare regolarmente alla DG Comunicazione” del
paragrafo 3. “Descrizione, finalità e valore stimato
dell’appalto” del Vs. Capitolato d’oneri.
In tale punto, è previsto che il servizio di monitoraggio
quotidiano sia caricato “in modo manuale o automatico
sulla piattaforma di monitoraggio e analisi dei media”:
specie al fine di stimare i tempi di lavoro necessari,
vorremmo sapere in cosa consistono le due modalità di
caricamento, in particolare quella automatica, e da cosa
dipende l’utilizzo di una o dell’altra procedura.

1) In reference to the current procedure, we ask for a
clarification regarding paragraph 3 of the specifications
“Description, purpose and estimated value of the
contract” under the point 3.1.1 “The regular services for
DG Communication” where it is mentioned that a daily
monitoring services should be uploaded “either manually
or automatically on the media monitoring and analysis
Platform”. With the purpose for us to estimate the
necessary work to be done, we want to know of what
consist the two modalities of uploading, especially the
automatic one, and on what depends the use of the one or

1) In the “manual” option the team needs to upload one by one the summaries
and metadata that is requested under chapter 3. In the “automatic” version the
successful contractor needs to develop an IT interface which would connect
then to our platform and by using this interface he should export all the
summaries and metadata from his own platform to ours avoiding this way the
manual upload.
The guidelines for the automatic infrastructure will be provided to the
successful tenderer by the EP.
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11.

the other?
Q8 EN 26/05/15 6) In Specifications under 14.2. Technical and

professional capacity you write: “The tenderer or
candidate may also rely on the capacity of other entities,
irrespective of the legal nature of the links between
himself and those entities. In that case, he must prove to
the European Parliament that he will have the resources
needed to perform the contract, for instance by providing
an assurance of the undertaking by those entities to make
them available to him.” Is a simple declaration signed by
a subcontractor or a freelancer suffice?

7) In Annex V., under Special media monitoring, you ask
an hourly fee for producing a transcript in the original
language of radio or TV interview to be delivered in 24
hours or 5 days. This is not clear. How many transcripts
are expected in an hour? Or are you expecting the rate of
one transcript or summary?

6) Please refer to the technical specifications section 6 (During the contract
award procedure or performance of the contract the European Parliament
reserves the right to require tenderers to supply information about the financial,
economic, technical and professional capacity of the proposed
subcontractor(s).) and 14.1 (Tenderers may also rely on the economic
capacities of one or more subcontractors in so far as they undertake to take part
in the process of performing the contract. In such instances, the European
Parliament will assess the capacities of the subcontractor(s) in the light of the
extent to which the latter is/are involved in performing the contract.).

7) The price requested under the items 19, 20, and 21 is for one hour of work
(per hour) regardless the number of transcripts.

Q9
(IT)
EN

27/05/15 Facciamo riferimento al chiarimento n. 4) Allegato VIII
– Simulazione che Vi è stato sottoposto, e alla Vs.
conseguente risposta.
Non ci risulta ancora chiara la questione del Punto 3) di
tale Allegato VIII: in particolare, in cosa consiste
esattamente la richiesta “chiara ripartizione dei costi …
in linea con la distinta prezzi di cui all’Allegato V”, che
fa anch’essa parte della Parte tecnica dell’offerta? Come
va intesa la Vs. indicazione che detto Punto 3) “refers to
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12.

the cost of the simulation”? Dunque, la Parte tecnica
dell’offerta riporta anche dati economici?

With reference to request of clarification n. 4) Annex
VIII Simulation, and your consequent answer.
It is still not clear the issue of point 3) of this annex,
basically does that mean that “a clear costs breakdown of
these media monitoring services, in accordance with the
Price list provided in Annex V” is also part of the
Technical part?
How can we understand your indication stating that this
point 3) refers to the costs of the simulation?
Is it that the Technical Part of the bid include also
financial data?

Please refer to the CONDITIONS FOR SUBMITTING A TENDER, point 5:
“Content and presentation of tenders”.
Annex VIII “Simulation” is included in the second part of the tender,
“Technical Part”.
Annex V “Price list” is included in the third part of the tender, “Financial Part”.

Q10
(IT)
EN

28/05/15 In data 22/05 vi è già stata posta la seguente domanda:
4) Allegato VIII – Simulazione
Punto 3) dovrà essere fornita una chiara ripartizione dei
costi dei servizi di monitoraggio dei media così forniti, in
linea con la distinta prezzi di cui all’allegato V.
Cosa si intende esattamente per ripartizione di costi?
Un altro documento distinto dall’ Allegato V?

La Vostra risposta è stata:
4) Point 3 of the annex VIII “Simulation” refers to the
cost of the simulation. These costs have to be presented
in accordance with the prices indicated in the Annex V
“Price lists”.
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13.

Per scrupolo rispecifichiamo la domanda:
a) Vi aspettate un altro documento, all’interno della
“Parte Tecnica”, con indicazione del costo (espresso in
Euro) della Simulazione? E’ corretto?
b) Tale documento dovrà esprimere un costo unico per la
giornata demo del 19 maggio (in linea con il dettaglio
Prezzi che verrà indicato in Annex V)? E’ corretto?

On 22/05 you received the following request:

4) Annex VIII – Simulatione
Point 3) a clear costs breakdown of these media
monitoring services, in accordance with the Price list
provided in Annex V

What do you mean exactly with costs breakdown?
Another separate document from annex V?

Your answer was :
4) Point 3 of the annex VIII “Simulation” refers to the
cost of the simulation. These costs have to be presented
in accordance with the prices indicated in the Annex V
“Price lists”.

Just in case we resubmit the request:
a) Do you except another document, inside the
“Technical Part”, with indication of the cost (in Euro) of
the simulation? Is it correct?

a) Yes, this other document inside the “Technical Part” is the result of the
“simulation”.
b) Yes, such document must indicate the price for the demo of 19 may (in
accordance with the price list provided in Annex V).
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14.

b) Such document must specify a unique cost for the
demo of the 19 may (in line with the detail of prices
which will be indicated in Annex V)? Is it correct?

Q11
(IT)
EN

28/05/15
Nella richiesta di simulazione (Allegato VIII) si chiede di
fornire <<un esempio di servizio di monitoraggio
ordinario quotidiano dei media per il giorno
19/05/2015. Esso dovrà includere (…) così come
richiesto nelle specifiche tecniche del presente bando>>

Nelle specifiche del Capitolato si dice che <<la rassegna
audiovisiva giornaliera deve essere trasmessa alle ore
9,30>> (pag. 5 del Capitolato).

DOMANDE:
1) Si intende quindi che le news del giorno precedente
(dalle 9,30 in poi) devono essere prese in considerazione
per la selezione del giorno successivo (p. es. i tg della
sera o le varie trasmissioni di approfondimento)?

2) Nella simulazione del giorno 19 maggio dobbiamo
prevedere un monitoraggio ordinario e quindi includere
nella selezione eventuali news del giorno prima? Oppure
ignoriamo questo aspetto e prendiamo in considerazione
anche eventuali news del 19 maggio, andate in onda
dopo le 9,30?
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15.

In the simulation (ANNEX VIII) it is requested to deliver
a sample regular daily media monitoring services for the
date 19/05/2015. The sample should (…) as requested in
the technical specifications of this tender.

In the Specifications <<the Daily audiovisual review
must be delivered at 9:30am (pag.5 of Specifications)

QUESTIONS:

1) You intend that the news of the day before (from 9:30)
have to be taken into consideration for the selection of
the day after (i.e. the TV news of the evening and various
television programs)?

2) In the simulation of the 19th of May, we have to treat
the regular media monitoring, then include the news of
the day before? Or, we ignore this aspect and take into
account the possible news broadcasted on the 19th of
May?

1) The daily audiovisual review of the previous day (last 24 hours) has to be
delivered before the deadline (9:30 am CET).

2) For the simulation, we ask the monitoring and the subsequent reporting of
both audiovisual and press review of the 19th of May.

Q12
(IT)
EN

28/05/15 Durante la compilazione della distinta prezzi Annex V,
appuriamo che, infine, viene richiesto di indicare una
somma del Totale Parziale 1 (servizio ordinario come
da Vostro Capitolato) con il Totale Parziale 2 (per
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16.

Monitoraggi specifici e servizi extra “on demand”) con il
rischio che tale somma finale ,qui indicata, abbia poco
senso.
Domanda:
1) Ci confermate di dover indicare la somma tra i due
Totale Parziale 1 e 2?
2) Ritenete utile che, per maggiore chiarezza, indichiamo
il prezzo totale su base annua per il servizio
“Monitoraggio Ordinario dei Media”?

Altra domanda:
3) Il Totale Parziale 1, per quante settimane su base
annua avete previsto la moltiplicazione per dedurre il
totale spesa annua di tale commessa?

While compiling the Annex V, we notice that it is
requested to fill in the amount representing the sum of
Sub-total 1 (regular media monitoring) and Sub-total 2
(special media monitoring), with the risk that this total
amount doesn’t have any sense.

Question:
1) Do you confirm we have to indicate the sum of sub-
total 1 and 2?
2) Don’t you think it would be useful that we indicate the
total price for one year of regular media monitoring?
Other question:

1) Yes, we confirm.
2) No, you don’t need to provide such amount.
3) The execution of the tasks for this contract is expected to run all the year
long.
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Ref Date Question Answer

17.

3) For the Sub-total 1, how many weeks per year did you
foreseen to take into account, in order for us to deduce
the total annual expense of such order?


